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In this  s tudy we searched for a new gauge boson, Z’, that  would mediate interact ions  between 
“dark sectors” and the standard model second and third generations leptons in the reaction  e +e-
→Z’μ+μ- ,  Z’  →μ+μ-  us ing 71 1  fb- 1   of data collected by the Belle experiment at the ϒ(4S) resonance. No 
significant signal is observed for Z’ masses in the range 0.212 – 10 GeV.  T he most stringent  limit on the 
coupling parameter g’ is set rejecting  Z’ as a possible contribution to the (g-2)μ anomaly. 
The Z’ is  a gauge boson that  gauges the  L μ – Lτ lepton number difference, meaning it  only couples  
to muons , taus  and their neutrinos . This  model  was  motivated by the magnetic moment of the 
muon anomaly, where the measure value for the magnetic moment of the muon does  not  match the 
theoret ical predictions . Apart  from that  Z’ could be a channel into s terile neutrinos , a candidate for 
dark matter. 
As  f or  t he  ana l ys i s  s t r a t egy ,    a  s t udy was  conduc t ed us i ng Mont e  Car l o s ampl e s  
gener a t ed us i ng MadGr aph as s umi ng  t he  coupl i ng par ame t er  g’  = 0. 1,  a  s pec i f i c  Z’  
mas s  f r om 0. 212 t o 10 GeV,  t he  decay channe l  Z’ →μ+μ-  and the possible Initial State 
Radiation (ISR), these samples  also provided us  with the cross  section that will be used later to 
evaluate the coupling parameter g’ upper limit . In order to  select  the events  mos t relevant  to the Z’ 
search we adopted some requirements , 1 st 4  charged tracks , 2 nd 2  posit ive or 2  negat ive muon id, 
3 rd  a cut  on the energy deposited on the Electromagnetic Calorimeter crys tal clus ters , 4 th mass 
conservation requirement between initial and final states and finally a veto rejecting Z’ candidates with mass 
= J/ψ mass.  
After undergoing the cuts  previous ly described Z’ candidates  are recons tructed combining 2  
oppos itely charged muons , and their reduce mass , ��= ����2 − 4 ��2 , where the firs t  term in the square 
root  corresponds  to the dimuon invariant  mass , and the second term in the square root  is  the 
nominal mass  of two muons  squared. The reduced mass  dis tribut ion is  analyzed , a bump search is  
performed. Each of the  Z’ candidates  have masses  increasing from the dimuon threshold 0 .21 2  
GeV to 1 0  GeV, the width of their resonance peak also increases , after cons idering  the selection 
criteria we  could sum the final amount  of events  that  survive the cuts  and obtain the s ignal yield 
(detect ion efficiency), it   
increases  smoothly with the mass up to 7  GeV, when it  is  60 %, and then it  decreases  with 
increasing mass  reaching almos t  0 % at  1 0  GeV. This  is  because the detection momentum threshold   
for the KL-μ , K long muon (KLM), detector, where the muon is identified, is 600 MeV. So when the Z’ 
candidate is very heavy, above 7 GeV, there is not enough momentum for the muons which are used to 
reconstruct it to reach KLM properly. 
Bes ides  the  s ignal yield the s ignal shape was  also determined from the reduced mass  dis tribut ions 
from the Monte Carlo Z’ samples . Due to the momentum resolution  degradat ion, caused by the 
connection between the main barrel part  of the detector to the endcaps  the reduced mass  
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dis tribut ion for the Z’ candidates  is  not  a clear and thin peak but  rather a peak with a wide width, so 
in order to fit  these dis tributions  the combinat ion of 3  gaussians  was  used, each one with the same 
mean, but  different  widths  and fract ions . Init ially a preliminary fit  was  performed to parametrize 
each of the different  mass  Z’ resonance peak widths  as  a funct ion of the Z’ mass , and then a 
second improved fit  is  performed to obtain the key s ignal shape parameters . 
To cons ider possible background events  a variety of channels  was  s tudied, such as   e+e- →qq,e+e-
e+e-  and many others , and the result  was  that  the cuts  previous ly lis ted reject  all of the background 
channels  cons idered, except    e+e- →μ+μ- μ+μ- . The surviving background channel reduced mass  
dis tribut ion has  a peak at the dimuon threshold (0 .2 1 2  GeV) and then a smooth decrease until 10  
GeV, so a third order polynomial was sufficient ly appropriate to fit  it  well around the Z’ s ignal  
width . 
With the s ignal shape defined for each Z’ mass  and the background shape tes ted we 
assume pessimis t ically that  there are no observed events  and perform a fit  of the background 
channel  e+e- →μ+μ- μ+μ-   us ing the t riple gauss ian fixed parameters  t imes  a free parameter plus   a 
third order  
polynomial, the result  of the fit   is  the fluctuat ion, s ince it  is  comparable to its  error, considered as  
the number of observed events . From this  init ial number of observed events  we assume a gaussian 
prior with mean equal to the number of observed events  and width as  the error associated with the 
number of observed events . From this  s ingle gauss ian we can obtain the 90 % limit  on the number 
of observed events  from it  calculate the limit  on the cross  section calculated with 𝜎𝜎 = �(����), where N  
is the number of observed events,  ϵ is the detection efficiency, L is Belle’s luminosity and BR is the 
Branching Ratio, which comes from the Z’ model. 
Finally using the calculated cross  sect ion, the g’ coupling can be extracted from it  with  �■= � �
���
�■��, 
where the denominator is  the cross  section calculated with MadGraph, the numerator is  the upper 
limit  on the cross  sect ion and the g’th  =  0 .1  , the initially assumed coupling. 
As  the analysis  s t rategy is  defined we then proceeded into the real data analys is  where the  
same procedure was  taken, but  to scan the real data thoroughly  10  00 0  hypothesis  for the Z’ mass  
were scanned in the real data reduced mass dis tribution, from the dimuon threshold (0 .2 12  GeV) 
to 1 0  GeV in s teps  of 1  MeV. The fit  of the real data was  done using the s ignal shape defined at  









ュオニックゲージ粒子 Z' の探索をおこなった。 
 
直接探索によってダークマターが検出されていないことから、近年 WIMP (Weakly Interacting 













び Belle 共同実験のダークセクターグループのリーダーである Igal Jaegle 氏との共同作業によ




あることを突き止め、ミューオン質量の２倍の値から Belle が生成できる最大質量近くの 10 GeV





する事を示している。従って Thomas R. Czank 君の提出した博士論文は、博士（理学）の博士論
文として合格と認める。 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
